1. Applicant information

First name: Pragya
Last name: Nautiyal
Nationality: Indian
Country of residence: India
Date of birth: 23.06.1994
Gender: female
Region: Delhi
Organisation: Green forum India
Email: pragyanautiyal.94@gmail.com
Skype name: pragyanautiyal

For the following three questions you should make reference to the first page of this
document, which outlines some details of the Steering Committee role and also some of the
required skills.

2. Experience

My experience in the Green Movement/Politics is very new. I came into the contact of
the political Green only after my mother (Anita Nautiyal, a senior leader of the
Uttarakhand Parivartan Party – UKPP, India) joined UKPP in 2013. After joining
UKPP in the same year, I also campaigned for the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
candidates with UKPP President PC Tewari and another senior party leader Suresh
Nautiyal as at that time UKPP was supporting the AAP in the Assembly elections.
Besides, I have taken part in several campaigns, demonstrations, sit-ins, meetings,
etc, organised by the party especially in Ramnagar, Dehradun and New Delhi. One
such action programme was the Save Nanisar Movement which has been going on
for more than a year now and the demands include small farmers’ rights over their
village land, which has illegally been given to an industrialist by the State
Government.
Apart from the political activities as mentioned above, I have been a social and
animal rights activist for a long time. Prominent among such activities is my
participation in a movement (Dobra Chanthi Bridge Movement) that requires the
Uttarakhand State Government to build a bridge over the Tehri Dam Reservoir so
that a large population has easy accessibility to other places in the state or
elsewhere.
Apart from all this, I have been assisting in running a Green School (Ananda Vatika
Green Gurukulam) in Tehri Garhwal of Uttarakhand.This school is preparing the
school children to be the Green leaders in future.

3. Motivation to join the SC
I want to be a part of global green movement. joining the steering committee will help
me go in the right direction as we, in India are in a process of making a national
Green party.
As a young female in indian politics ,it is troublesome and concerning. I feel
opportune to be in touch with GYG ,which is very positive about gender balance and
is delighted to give young people a chance to get into politics and help in taking some
very important decisions. This is a great chance for all us young people to be a part
of this revolution and create awareness.
I feel buoyant about this opportunity and I completely conform to the beliefs of GYG.I
think the love and respect for everything GYG family has is very respectful, and all
this love and respect can be spread amongst everything and everybody.
I really want to be a part of this loving family and give my best to GYG and its
members.

4. How do you want to help develop GYG?
I am pursuing my masters in garment manufacturing technology and my forte includes
designing banner, logo, garments, storyboards, pamphlets, etc.
I also paint murals , portraits,etc.
I can help GYG with the designing and branding. Visual communication is very important
in respect with the target audience. Right designs catches the attention of right targets
and gives out the right message.

